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(57) Abstract: Retrieving messages stored in a mail server and
pending to be retrieved by a user is disclosed. A summary of the
messages stored in the mail server and pending to be retrieved
by the user is received at a terminal device of the user (S31) ,
each message associated with a unique identifier. At least one of
the messages to be retrieved from the mail server is selected on
the basis of the summary of messages (S32) . From the unique
identifier associated with the at least one message an identifier
valid for retrieval of the at least one message is determined (S33)
, and aretrieval request with the identifier valid for retrieval issent
to the mail server (S34) . Upon receiving the retrieval request
with the at least one identifier valid for retrieving the at least one
of the stored messages (S41) , the mail server sends the at least
one message towards the terminal device S (42) .
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TITLE OF THE INVENTION

Retrieval of Offline Instant Messages

Background of the Invention

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention is related to instant messaging

based on SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) /SIMPLE (SIP for

Instant Messaging and Presence Leveraging Extensions)

technology. In particular, this invention addresses the

problem that arises when a mail server stores instant messages

in the network for further delivery to an end user (presumably

when the user connects to the network at a later time) .

[0002] It is assumed that a user A sends one or more instant

messages to a user B . The technology used to deliver those

messages can be based on SIP MESSAGE method or the Message

Session Relay Protocol (MSRP) . It is further assumed that user

B is not registered to its SIP server, and that a mail

application server is storing the actual instant messages for

further delivery to user B at a later time.

[0003] When the user B registers to its SIP network, the SIP

User Agent subscribes to a Message Summary and Waiting

Indicator event package and gets notifications of the messages

that are pending to be retrieved. It is assumed that the mail

server stores a large amount of instant messages, so user B

gets a notification that contains summary of those stored

instant messages.

[0004] The present invention should enable an improved

retrieval of offline instant messages.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION



[0005] Fig. 1 shows a schematic block diagram illustrating a

configuration of a terminal device and a network device

according to the invention.

[0006] The terminal device 10 comprises a receiving block 11,

a selecting block 12, a determining block 13 and a sending

block 14. The receiving block 11 receives a summary of messages

stored in a mail server such as the network device 20 and

pending to be retrieved by a user, each message associated with

a unique identifier. The selecting block 12 selects at least

one of the messages to be retrieved from the mail server, on

the basis of the summary of messages. The determining block 13

determines an identifier valid for retrieval of the at least

one message on the basis of the unique identifier associated

with the at least one message, thereby obtaining at least one

identifier valid for retrieval. And the sending block 14 sends

a retrieval request with the at least one identifier valid for

retrieval to the mail server.

[0007] The unique identifier may be a message identifier

provided by the mail server or a Uniform Resource Identifier

(URI) .

[0008] The network device 20 such as a mail server stores

messages pending to be retrieved by a user, and comprises a

receiving block 21 and a sending block 22. The receiving block

21 receives a retrieval request with at least one identifier

valid for retrieving at least one of the stored messages, and

the sending block 22 sends the at least one message towards a

terminal device (e.g. the terminal device 10) of the user

originating the retrieval request.

[0009] The sending block 22 may send the at least one message

in a Message Session Relay Protocol (MSRP) SEND message.



[0010] According to a first embodiment, the network device 20

may further comprise a providing block 23 which provides a

message identifier for each of the stored messages, wherein the

sending block 22 sends a summary of the stored messages to the

user, e.g. the terminal device 10, each message associated with

the determined message identifier.

[0011] The providing block 23 may use a Call-ID header field

included in a Session Initiation Protocol request of each of

the stored messages for the message identifier or generate a

unique Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), the URI being

routable to the network device wherein the message identifier

is part of the URI.

[0012] The providing block 23 may use a Message-ID header

field of a Message Session Relay Protocol request of each of

the stored messages for the message identifier.

[0013] According to a second embodiment, the network device 20

may comprise a conference server and virtual endpoints such as

virtual SIP User Agents corresponding to the stored messages.

The conference server may receive a retrieval request from the

user comprising a list of identifiers pointing to selected ones

of the stored messages, the retrieval request establishing a

first session for delivering the selected messages, establish

second sessions for each of the selected messages identified in

the list with the virtual endpoints corresponding the selected

messages, and receive the selected messages within said second

sessions and forward the selected messages to the user within

said first session.

[0014] It is to be noted that the configuration shown in Fig.

1 is for illustrating the invention, and the terminal device

and the network device may comprise further blocks implementing

further functions (such as a storing block in the network



device 20 for storing the messages) which are not relevant for

understanding the invention and the description of which is

omitted here.

[0015] Fig. 2 shows a flow diagram illustrating a method of

retrieving messages from a mail server on a side of the

terminal device 10. In step S31, a summary of messages stored

in the mail server and pending to be retrieved by a user is

received on the terminal device, each message associated with a

unique identifier. In step S32, at least one of the messages to

be retrieved from the mail server is selected on the basis of

the summary of messages received in step S31. In step S33, an

identifier valid for retrieval of the at least one message is

determined on the basis of the unique identifier associated

with the at least one message to, thereby obtaining at least

one identifier valid for retrieval, and in step S34 a retrieval

request with the identifier valid for retrieval is sent to the

mail server.

[0016] Fig. 3 shows a flow diagram illustrating a method of

retrieving messages from a mail server on a side of the network

device 20. In step S41, a retrieval request with at least one

identifier valid for retrieving at least one of the stored

messages is received, and in step S42 the at least one message

is sent towards a terminal device of the user originating the

retrieval request.

[0017] According to the second embodiment, a retrieval request

from the user comprising a list of identifiers pointing to

selected ones of the stored messages is received at the network

device 20, the retrieval request establishing a first session

for delivering the selected messages. Second sessions are

established for each of the selected messages identified in the

list, and the selected messages are received within said second



sessions and the selected messages are forwarded to the user

within said first session.

The invention may be implemented also as computer program

product .

[0018] The mail server can be implemented as a mail store

application server or instant message mail server.

[0019] According to the first embodiment of the invention, a

user receives a message summary notification that includes a

unique message identity allocated to each stored message. For

each message that the user wants to retrieve, the SIP User

Agent creates a SIP session of messages addressed to the

identity of the message, e.g., after doing some transformation.

The server, on receiving the INVITE request, is able to

uniquely determine the actual message that the user wants to

retrieve .

[0020] This solution allows the user to select those stored

instant messages that should be retrieved. The advantage is

enormous in mobile scenarios, where the bandwidth is limited,

and especially in cases where the number and size of stored

instant messages is relevant. So the user can select to

retrieve those messages targeted as urgent, or which have been

received from a particular user, and then read the remaining

messages at a later time.

[0021] According to the second embodiment of the invention, a

mechanism is provided whereby the user, once it has selected

the instant messages that he wants to retrieve from the mail

server, creates a single session (SIP INVITE) addressed to the

selected messages, by making usage of the URI-list concept.

This embodiment models the mail server as composed of a



conference server and a number of virtual SIP user agents, each

one representing a stored instant message.

[0022] According to this embodiment, a mechanism is provided

to select and retrieve selected messages already stored in the

mail server in an optimized way that can be used in mobile

environments. According to this solution, the user can retrieve

an unlimited selected number of stored messages in a single

protocol operation.

[0023] This solution allows the user to minimize the signaling

and round trips to retrieve selected messages by using a single

session towards the mail server. The provisional patent

application "Method and apparatus for instant messaging" by

Garcia et al . filed with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

on September 30, 2005, the content of which is incorporated

herein by reference, and the first embodiment allow to retrieve

either the whole bulk of stored instant messages, or selected

messages one by one (meaning, each message required a separate

SIP session) .

[0024] Thus, the second embodiment of this invention increases

the user experience due to the lower delays in setting up

sessions, and optimizes resource handling over the low

bandwidth channels, such as the air interface.

In the drawings:

[0025] Fig. 1 shows a schematic block diagram illustrating a

configuration of a terminal device and a network device

according to the invention.

[0026] Fig. 2 shows a flow diagram illustrating a retrieval

method according to the invention.



[0027] Fig. 3 shows a flow diagram illustrating a retrieval

method according to the invention.

[0028] Fig. 4 shows a signaling diagram according to a first

embodiment of the invention.

[0029] Fig. 5 shows a schematic block diagram illustrating a

mail server host according to a second embodiment of the

invention .

[0030] Fig. 6 shows a signaling diagram according to the

second embodiment of the invention.

Description of the Embodiments of the Invention

[0031] Assuming that instant messages have been deposited in a

user's mailbox, when the user's phone switches on, the phone

sends a subscription to a message-summary event package, and

receives a notification with the pending message; according to

RFC3842 "A Message Summary and Message Waiting Indication Event

Package for the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) ." The content

of RFC 3842 is hereby incorporated by reference. This mechanism

is also application to VOICE MAIL, FAX, etc. The Notifier (a

SIP User Agent acting on behalf of the user's messaging system)

sends a message summary of the stored messages in the body of a

NOTIFY e.g. "there are 4 old messages and 3 new messages

waiting for you".

[0032] Optionally, after the summary counts, message headers

such as To, From, Date, Subject, and Message-ID may be appended

to each message.

[0033] Once the User/UE (User Equipment) is notified, it can

send an INVITE to the server including the type of desired

media to retrieve (for the purpose of the Messaging group in



OMA (Open Mobile Alliance) , the INVITE must include an SDP

(Session Description Protocol) description of MSRP, but may

include also other media types) .

[0034] Additionally, the user can apply a mechanism as

described in the provisional patent application "Method and

Apparatus for Instant Messaging" to retrieve all the stored

instant messages from the mail server, including meta-data

information (e.g., sender, time of delivery, etc.). For this

purpose, a SIP mechanism is provided to retrieve instant

messages which were previously deposited in an application

server that was acting as a message store application server.

This can be achieved by maintaining the relevant headers of the

SIP message by encapsulating it as a message/sip, for example,

as defined in RFC 3261 Section 27.5, or as a message/sipf rag,

as defined in RFC 3420, and then sending it as the payload of

an MSRP SEND request. The contents of RFC 3261 and 3420 are

hereby incorporated by reference. Additionally, a storing

application server can then add a header to the MSRP SEND

message and to the encapsulated SIP message containing the time

and date when the message was received. More particularly, a

date/time header is inserted in every stored SIP and MSRP

message. Novel semantics can be used for the encapsulation of

the stored instant messages, and the message/sip and

message/sipf rag are used in MSRP, outside of its original

context. Thus, a method of delivering encapsulated SIP

messages is provided, including the header information, as the

payload of an MSRP message.

[0035] With the above mechanism, a method and apparatus are

provided whereby a user can contact his mail server and

retrieve existing instant messages already deposited in the

store message application server. The instant messages can be

deposited in the store message application server using SIP

MESSAGE requests (as per IETF RFC 3428) or MSRP messages (e.g.,



MSRP SEND requests) that are part of a SIP session. The

content of RFC 3428 is hereby incorporated by reference. The

metadata and/or header information can enable the user to

determine the source of the message, the time at which message

was left, etc.

[0036] Once the SIP session is established with the MSRP

media, all stored messages will be transferred from the server

to the user/UE. Each stored message will be sent in a separate

MSRP SEND request (before chunking of MSRP SEND requests takes

place) , and each one will be identified by its own original

Message-ID. In this way the user retrieves all the messages in

one shot, but still is able to classify all the messages by

Message-ID.

[0037] One of the shortcomings of some solutions is that the

original sender identification (user information) is

necessarily lost because the MSRP headers do not contain any

relation to the SIP URI that deposits the message. Therefore,

the association of senders to their particular messages already

available in messaging application inboxes such as e-mail,

instant messaging, MMS, etc., will be lost. This also applies

to SIP MESSAGE requests, in that they can be sent but the

recipient will not be able to identify the sender, because it

is set to the store message application server.

[0038] A mechanism is proposed whereby the user, when he or

she wants to retrieve his stored instant messages, establishes

an MSRP session with his store message application server. The

store message AS encapsulates each received session or

standalone MESSAGE in an MSRP SEND request. So each MSRP SEND

request represents a SIP session or MESSAGE that contains a

payload (one or more MSRP SEND requests, or some other type in

the case of message) .



[0039] However, with the above mechanisms the user B is not

allowed to retrieve a selected message (e.g., sent by a given

user, during a specific time frame, whose subject is a specific

one, or with a given priority) . Particularly, there is no

mechanism where user B can indicate to the mail server which

message the user is interested in receiving.

First Embodiment

[0040] Fig. 4 shows a signaling diagram illustrating messages

exchanged between users and a store message application server

(AS) according to a first embodiment. As shown in Fig. 4 , Alice

sends an Instant Message to Charlie using a SIP MESSAGE request

(flow 1 ) . This MESSAGE request contains some text, named here

Text #1. Assuming that Charlie is offline, the message is

received and stored at the store message Application Server

(AS) .

[0041] Another user, Bob, creates a SIP session by sending an

INVITE request (flow 3 ) to Charlie. The INVITE request contains

a session description that includes an MSRP descriptor for the

purpose of sending session-based instant messages. Since

Charlie is offline, the store message AS intercepts the INVITE

request and establishes the session. Then Charlie deposits two

messages in Charlie's messaging account, using MSRP SEND

requests (flows 5 and 7 , including a Text #2 and Text #3,

respectively) . That is, the actual messages are sent with MSRP

SEND requests. Message #9 is a SIP BYE request that terminates

the session of instant messages.

[0042] At a later time, Charlie connects to the network and

subscribes to message-summary notifications, by sending a SIP

SUBSCRIBE request (message #11) towards his mail server, i.e.

the store message AS.



[0043] The notifications are included in the NOTIFY request

(message #13) . The notifications that the user receives from

the subscription to the message summary and message waiting

indicator event package contain, among other elements, a unique

identifier of each message, in the format of a Message-ID

header. The mail server selects the Message-ID for each

message. In a typical mapping, the Message-ID in the

notification can contain the same value as the Call-ID header

field in the SIP MESSAGE or SIP INVITE requests (that initiated

the MSRP session) , or the Message-ID in the notification can

contain the same value as the Message-ID header field in the

MSRP SEND request. Once Charlie has selected the message to be

retrieved, he creates an INVITE request (message #15) addressed

to the specific message to be retrieved.

[0044] There are two alternative and similar implementation

examples of the first embodiment:

Implementation example A :

[0045] The mail server copies the Call-ID header field

included in SIP to the Message-ID header of the message

summary, or it copies the Message-ID header of the MSRP SEND

request to the Message-ID header of the message summary. Thus,

each stored SIP MESSAGE, complete MSRP session (which has been

initiated by a SIP INVITE) , or individual MSRP SEND request is

uniquely identified by the Message-ID.

Now, when the user selects a particular message to be

retrieved, from the message summary, the stored message is

allocated a unique SIP URI that is built upon the Message-ID

header in the message summary.

[0046] This allows to retrieve messages one by one if they

were deposited with a SIP MESSAGE request. If the messages were

deposited with a collection of MSRP SEND requests (within an

INVITE-BYE session) , then the solution allows to retrieve



either all the MSRP messages that were part of the session

identified by the Call-ID of the SIP INVITE, or each individual

stored MSRP SEND request.

[0047] The following is an example of the message summary

notification that user B receives. The notification indicates

that two new text messages are waiting to be retrieved.

NOTIFY sip: charlie@pc.example.com SIP/2. 0
To : <sip :char lie@example .com>; tag=7 8923
From: <sip :mail server .example .com>; tag=4 442
Date: Mon, 10 JuI 2000 04:28:53 GMT
Contact: <sip :mail server .example .com>
Call-ID: adsf 0923jsdj w
CSeq: 31 NOTIFY
Event: message-summary
Subscription-State: active
Content-Type : application/simple-message-summary
Content-Length: 503

Messages-Waiting: yes
Message-Account : sip :charlie@mailserver .example .com
Text-Message: 2/0 (1/0)

To: <charlie@example .com>
From: <alice@example .org>
Subject: carpool tomorrow?
Date: Sun, 09 JuI 2000 21:23:01 -0700
Priority: normal
Message-ID : 32098d@alicepc .example .org

To: <charlie@example .com>
From: <bob@example .com>
Subject: HELP! at home ill, present for me please
Date: Sun, 09 JuI 2000 21:25:12 -0700
Priority: urgent
Message-ID : d0982dkjs@bobmobile .example .com

[0048] It is assumed that Charlie wants to retrieve only the

second message, which has been sent by bob@example.com and is

identified by a Message-ID header whose value is

d0982dkjs@bobmobile.example.com. Charlie then creates a SIP

INVITE request addressed to a SIP URI (whose general format is

"sip :username@hostname") composed as follows:



The escaped value of the selected Message-ID, as the

username in the URI

The hostname of the mail server (this is typically

preconf igured in the SIP User Agent) .

[0049] That is, the user (i.e. Charlie) maps the unique

identifier of the stored instant message into an identifier

valid for retrieval.

[0050] Continuing with our example, Charlie creates a SIP

INVITE request (e.g. message #15 in Fig. 4 ) whose Request-URI

is :

sip :dO982dkj s%4 0bobmobile .example .com@mail server .example .com

[0051] The "%40" is the escaped character corresponding to an

"@" sign (this is standard practice in SIP) .

[0052] For example, the user (i.e. Charlie) will send the

following INVITE (only relevant headers are printed) to the

voice mail server (the store message AS) in message #15.

INVITE
sip :dO982dkj s%4 0bobmobile .example .com@mail server .example
.com SIP/2. 0
From: <sip :charlie@example .com>
To:

<sip :dO982dkj s%4 0bobmobile .example .com@mail server .exampl
e .com>

[0053] This INVITE request is routed to the mail server (the

store message AS) according to regular SIP procedures. The mail

server extracts the "username", unescapes it to get the

original message ID, retrieves that message, and sends it to

Charlie. For this purpose, the mechanisms described in the

provisional patent application "Method and Apparatus for

Instant Messaging" may be applied.



[0054] For example, the store message AS takes the stored SIP

INVITE message #3 in Figure 4 , the stored MSRP SEND requests #5

and #7, and the stored SIP BYE message #9, and encapsulates

them in an MSRP SEND request (not shown) , also with the message

type set to message/sip (Section 27.5 of RFC 3261) or

message/sipfrag (RFC 3420) .

Implementation example B :

[0055] This implementation is essentially the same as A . The

only difference is that the mail server populates the Message-

ID header, not with the value of the Call-ID header of the SIP

MESSAGE or INVITE that deposited the instant message, but

instead, with a unique URI that points to the mail server and

identifies the message.

[0056] For example, the following is the same NOTIFY request

as indicated with the implementation example A , but modified to

implementation example B :

NOTIFY sip: charlie@pc.example.com SIP/2. 0
To : <sip :char lie@example .com>; tag=7 8923
From: <sip :mail server .example .com>; tag=4 442
Date: Mon, 10 JuI 2000 04:28:53 GMT
Contact: <sip :mail server .example .com>
Call-ID: adsf 0923jsdj w
CSeq: 31 NOTIFY
Event: message-summary
Subscription-State: active
Content-Type : application/simple-message-summary
Content-Length: 503

Messages-Waiting: yes
Message-Account : sip :charlie@mailserver .example .com
Text-Message: 2/0 (1/0)

To: <charlie@example .com>
From: <alice@example .org>
Subject: carpool tomorrow?
Date: Sun, 09 JuI 2000 21:23:01 -0700
Priority: normal
Message-ID: 120932@mailserver .example .com

To: <charlie@example .com>



From: <bob@example .com>
Subject: HELP! at home ill, present for me please
Date: Sun, 09 JuI 2000 21:25:12 -0700
Priority: urgent
Message-ID: 120933@mailserver .example. com

[0057] So, if Charlie wants to retrieve the same second

message delivered by Bob, he will create an INVITE request

addressed to the value of the Message-ID allocated by the mail

server to that message, which uniquely identify the message in

the server. In this alternative, there is no need to translate

the received Message-ID to something else, before creating the

Request-URI of the SIP message, i.e., the value of the Message-

ID of the message to be retrieved is copied to the Request-URI

of the SIP request.

INVITE sip:120933@mailserver. example. com SIP/2. 0
From: <sip :charlie@example .com>

To: <sip:120 933@mailserver .example .com>

Second Embodiment

[0058] Similar to the above it is assumed that a user has been

offline for sometime, and some other users have deposited one

or more instant messages in the store message AS, typically

using a combination of SIP (Session Initiation Protocol, RFC

3261) and MSRP (Message Session Relay Protocol, Internet-Draft

draft-ietf-simple-message-sessions-12.txt) as protocols. When

the user becomes online (connected to the network) the user can

retrieve all the stored instant messages, e.g., by applying the

mechanisms described in the provisional patent application

"Method and Apparatus for Instant Messaging". However, this

mechanism operates on ALL the stored instant messages.

[0059] The above-described first embodiment allows the user to

select either one and exactly one instant message for retrieval

(if the message was delivered with a SIP MESSAGE request), one

and exactly one session of instant messages (if they were



deposited by using SIP INVITE and a number of MSRP SEND

requests), or one and exactly one MSRP SEND message. This

mechanism presents a problem if the user wants to retrieve more

than one instant message or more than one session of instant

messages or more than one (but not all) MSRP SEND messages

belonging to the same session, because for every retrieval

action the user has to establish a separate SIP session (i.e.,

the user has to send a separate SIP INVITE request) to the mail

server .

[0060] This obviously presents problems, especially in mobile

environments. On one side, this creates delays in between

consecutive retrieved messages, due to the addition 1.5 round

trips (INVITE-200-ACK) to the signaling flow. Additionally,

each of these INVITE request might contain a large number of

headers, so there number of bytes transferred between the user

agent and the mail server is not negligible.

[0061] According to the second embodiment it is assumed that:

- Instant messages addressed to a particular user have been

deposited in a mail server.

- There is a mechanism in place by which the user is informed

of a summary of the instant messages pending to be retrieved.

This mechanism includes a unique identifier of each message in

the mail server. An example of such mechanism is described in

RFC 3842, "A Message Summary and Message Waiting Indication

Event Package for the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)".

- There is a mechanism that allows the user to map the unique

identifier of the stored instant messages into an identifier

valid for retrieval. An example of such mechanism is described

in the first embodiment.

- There is a mechanism whereby the user can establish a session

to retrieve one or more stored instant messages. An example of

such mechanism is described in the provisional patent

application "Method and Apparatus for Instant Messaging".



[0062] According to the second embodiment, a store message AS

or mail server host is modeled as a virtual entity comprising:

- A URI-list server exploder for SIP INVITE transactions, also

known as a conference server according to "Conference

Establishment Using Request-Contained Lists in the Session

Initiation Protocol (SIP)", draf t-ietf-sipping-uri-list-

conferencing-03.txt, the content of which is incorporated

herein by reference.

- One or more virtual SIP User Agents, also contained in the

same mail server host. Each of this virtual SIP User Agents

represents a resource, which in the case of the invention, is

effectively a stored instant message or session of instant

messages. A characteristic is that each instant message or

session of instant messages is identified by a unique uniform

resource identifier (URI).

[0063] Fig. 5 schematically shows the model of the mail server

host (instant message mail server) , integrating a conference

server and a number of virtual SIP User Agents, each one

representing a stored instant message.

[0064] Fig. 6 shows a signaling diagram illustrating messages

exchanged between a user and the instant message mail server

according to the second embodiment.

[0065] Having modeled the mail server as indicated, when a

user wants to retrieve a selection of stored instant messages

by setting up a single SIP session, the user agent sends a

single SIP INVITE request (message #1) that contains two

message bodies: the Session Description Protocol (RFC 2327) to

setup the instant message session, and a URI-list (as indicated

in draft-ietf-sipping-uri-list-conferencing-03.txt). The SDP

indicates the willingness to establish at least a message media

stream based on MSRP (draft-ietf-simple-message-sessions-



12.txt) . The URI-list contains one or more URIs, each one

uniquely identifying a stored instant message in the server

that the user wants to retrieve. The mail server answers with a

200 OK response (message #2) that contains SDP indicating a

message media stream based on MSRP.

[0066] On receiving such INVITE request, the conference server

part of the mail server explodes the INVITE request to each of

the virtual SIP User Agents that identify the stored message.

The conference server sends an INVITE request that includes SDP

to each of the URIs indicated in the URI list of the incoming

INVITE. In other words, the conference server of the mail

server sends an INVITE request to each of the URIs contained in

the URI-list of the INVITE (#1) . These are the INVITE requests

#4, #5, and #6 in Figure 6 . Each one contains an SDP body that

indicates the willingness to establish at least a message media

stream based on MSRP.

[0067] This creates a virtual centralized conference between

the end user and each of the virtual SIP User Agents that

identify a given message. Then each of these virtual SIP User

Agents sends the stored instant message to the conference

server, which in turn, relays them to the end user. In other

words, the virtual SIP User Agents answer with a 200 OK message

containing their own SDP (messages #7, #8, and #9 in Figure 6),

and then they send the stored message (or session of instant

messages), e.g., by applying the procedures indicated in the

provisional patent application "Method and Apparatus for

Instant Messaging" (this corresponds to the rest of the

messages #13 to #24 in Figure 6 ) .

[0068] In particular, each virtual SIP user agent may take the

stored MESSAGE, keep the relevant headers of SIP MESSAGE

requests (e.g., From, To, Call-ID, P-Asserted-Identity, etc.),

encapsulates it as either a message/sip (Section 27.5 of RFC



3261) or message/sipf rag (RFC 3420), and send it as the payload

of a MSRP SEND request (messages #13, #17, #21 in Figure 6 ) .

[0069] Similarly, each virtual SIP user agent may take the

stored SIP INVITE message, the corresponding stored MSRP SEND

requests, and the corresponding stored SIP BYE message, and

encapsulate them in another MSRP SEND request (messages #13,

#17, #21), also with the message type set to message/sip or

message/sipf rag. Similarly, each virtual SIP user agent may

take the stored MSRP SEND request, encapsulate it as

message/msrp, and send it as the payload of a MSRP SEND request

(#13, #17, #21) .

[0070] The invention covers all possible combinations and

permutations. For example, the MSRP SEND request #13 can

encapsulate a stored MSRP SEND request, whereas the MSRP SEND

request #15 can encapsulate a SIP MESSAGE request, or the MSRP

SEND request #17 can encapsulate a SIP INVITE request that

includes all the MSRP SEND requests sent as part of that

session and a SIP BYE request.

[0071] Once a virtual SIP UA has delivered its stored instant

message to the server, it sends a BYE request (messages #25,

#27, and #29 in Figure 6 ) to the conference server to end the

session. Once the last virtual SIP UA has disconnected, the

conference server sends a BYE request (message #31) to the user

to end the session.

[0072] At the end, the end user has retrieved a selection of

the stored instant messages in just one signaling session.

[0073] It is to be noted that the mail server is considered to

be composed of a conference server and a number of virtual SIP

User Agents, each one representing a stored instant message. A

monolithic implementation of the mail server is considered,



which is further decomposed for better understanding. However,

this does not impose a restriction of an implementation, and

implementations may decide to separate in different hosts each

of the components of the mail server. In such case, the term

"mail server" is used to refer to the collection of those

hosts .

[0074] It is also to be noted that, in the case of the

monolithic implementation of the mail server, the interfaces

that are defined between the conference server and each of the

SIP virtual User Agent become internal calls or a defined API,

but need not necessarily be implemented with SIP.

[0075] It is important to note that embodiments of the

invention are also applicable to offline message "push"

delivery mechanisms. In push delivery systems, the store

messaging application server knows when an offline user gets

back online, i.e. either by SIP SUBSCRIBE/NOTIFY and/or any

other mechanism.

[0076] It is to be understood that the above description is

illustrative of the invention and is not to be construed as

limiting the invention. Various modifications and applications

may occur to those skilled in the art without departing from

the true spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the

appended claims.



CLAIMS :

1 . A terminal device comprising:

means for receiving a summary of messages stored in a mail

server and pending to be retrieved by a user, each message

associated with a unique identifier;

means for selecting at least one of the messages to be

retrieved from the mail server, based on the summary of

messages;

means for determining an identifier valid for retrieval of

the at least one message based on the unique identifier

associated with the at least one message, thereby obtaining at

least one identifier valid for retrieval; and

means for sending a retrieval request with the at least

one identifier valid for retrieval to the mail server.

2 . The terminal device of claim 1 , wherein the unique

identifier is a message identifier provided by the mail server.

3 . The terminal device of claim 1 , wherein the unique

identifier is a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) .

4 . A network device for storing messages pending to be

retrieved by a user, the network device comprising:

receiving means for receiving a retrieval request with at

least one identifier valid for retrieving at least one message

of the stored messages; and

sending means for sending the at least one message towards

a terminal device of the user originating the retrieval

request .

5 . The network device of claim 4 , wherein the sending means is

configured to send the at least one message in a Message

Session Relay Protocol (MSRP) SEND message.



6 . The network device of claim 4 , further comprising:

providing means for providing a message identifier for

each of the stored messages, wherein

the sending means is configured to send a summary of the

stored messages to the user, each message associated with the

provided message identifier.

7 . The network device of claim 6 , wherein the providing means

is configured to use a Call-ID header field included in a

Session Initiation Protocol request of each of the stored

messages for the provided message identifier.

8 . The network device of claim 6 , wherein the providing means

is configured to use a Message-ID header field of a Message

Session Relay Protocol request of each of the stored messages

for the provided message identifier.

9 . The network device of claim 6 , wherein the providing means

is configured to generate a unique Uniform Resource Identifier

(URI), the URI being routable to the network device and wherein

the provided message identifier is part of the URI.

10. A method of retrieving messages stored in a mail server and

pending to be retrieved by a user, the method comprising:

receiving a summary of the messages stored in the mail

server and pending to be retrieved by the user, each message

associated with a unique identifier;

selecting at least one message of the messages to be

retrieved from the mail server, based on the summary of

messages;

determining an identifier valid for retrieval of the at

least one message based on the unique identifier associated

with the at least one message, thereby obtaining at least one

identifier valid for retrieval; and



sending a retrieval request with the at least one

identifier valid for retrieval to the mail server.

11. A method of retrieving stored messages pending to be

retrieved by a user, the method comprising:

receiving a retrieval request with at least one identifier

valid for retrieving at least one message of the stored

messages; and

sending the at least one message towards a terminal device

of the user originating the retrieval request.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising:

providing a message identifier for each of the stored

messages; and

sending a summary of the stored messages to the user, each

message associated with the provided message identifier.

13. A network device for storing messages pending to be

retrieved by a user, the network device comprising:

a conference server; and

virtual endpoints corresponding to the stored messages,

wherein

the conference server is configured to receive a retrieval

request from the user comprising a list of identifiers each

pointing to a selected message of the stored messages, the

retrieval request establishing a first session for delivering

the selected messages, to establish second sessions for each of

the selected messages identified in the list with the virtual

endpoints corresponding to the selected messages, and to

receive the selected messages within said second sessions and

forward the selected messages to the user within said first

session .



14. The network device of claim 13, wherein the virtual

endpoints are virtual Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) User

Agents .

15. A method of retrieving messages stored in a mail server and

pending to be retrieved by a user, the method comprising:

receiving a retrieval request from the user comprising a

list of identifiers each pointing to a selected message of the

stored messages, the retrieval request establishing a first

session for delivering the selected messages,

establishing second sessions for each of the selected

messages identified in the list; and

receiving the selected messages within said second

sessions and forwarding the selected messages to the user

within said first session.

16. A computer program product including a program for a

processing device, comprising software code portions for

performing the steps of any one of claims 10 to 12 or 15 when

the program is run on the processing device.

17. The computer program product according to claim 16, wherein

the computer program product comprises a computer-readable

medium on which the software code portions are stored.

18. The computer program product according to claim 16, wherein

the program is directly loadable into an internal memory of the

processing device.
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